“A BACKDROP UNLIKE ANY OTHER”
The Grand Ho Tram Strip launches fountain-side Sound Waves concert series
Ho Tram, 21 September, 2017: The Grand Ho Tram Strip today announced its ongoing
series of entertainment events set against the breathtaking backdrop of The Fountains of Ho
Tram. Dubbed Ho Tram Sound Waves, the concert series will see Toc Tien, My Tam and
Issac 365 take to Vietnam‟s most spectacular stage.
Bubbling with energy, pop sensation Toc Tien will be first to grace the six-storey water stage,
following the incredible reception that Phuong Vy Idol and Son Tung M-TP received when
they inaugurated the Fountains at a VIP event in July.
All Sound Waves events will be free to the general public.
Speaking at a staff rally earlier this week, Toc Tien said: “I‟m honored to be teaming up with
TGHTS not once but twice in the same month! It‟s even more of a pleasure to be the
opening act for such an extraordinary line up of Vietnam‟s top artists and of course, I‟m
positive my colleagues in show business will be just as excited as I am to be a part of this
unique project..”
“The Fountains of Ho Tram rapidly became our most talked about attraction, with guests
flocking for the best vantage points to see our jaw-dropping Vegas-inspired light, fountain
and music shows each week. It is a backdrop unlike any other,” said Michael Kelly, The
Grand Ho Tram Strip‟s Executive Chairman. “Sound Waves sees us turn up the volume on
our entertainment program with a series of Vietnam‟s best known entertainers wow-ing our
guests each month.”
The lineup currently sees Toc Tien on 23 September, followed by the undisputed Queen of
V-Pop- My Tam on 28 October, and then chart-topper Issac 365 on 25 November.
“…and we may have a very special guest returning to the Fountains for New Year‟s,” Mr.
Kelly hinted.
Beneath the clear night skies and flanked by the stunning Grand, the sparkling East Sea,
three pools and the delectable BBQ restaurant Khoi –which offers the best seats in the
house - the 120-jet Fountains of Ho Tram are able to project water over 25 meters into the
air. The „dancing watershow‟ is synchronized with full spectrum LGP LED light and presents
a spectacular six-storey audiovisual fountain performance awash with rich, colorful hues.
“The Grand is already widely recognized as Vietnam‟s number 1 resort. The Bluffs is
universally recognized as the nation‟s number 1 golf course. Our Spa has been similarly
heralded. Now we turn our attention to entertainment, and Sound Waves guarantees that
we are Vietnam‟s top destination for live entertainment,” he said. “The Grand is where the
stars come to play.”
-EndsAbout The Grand Ho Tram Strip
Just a two-hour drive from the nation‟s largest metropolitan city, Ho Chi Minh City, The
Grand Ho Tram Strip is the first of a group of integrated resorts and residential

developments located on more than 164 hectares of land along 2.2 kilometers of pristine
beach in Ho Tram, Vietnam.
The resort opened its doors in July 2013 and includes the Grand, a 541 room five-star hotel,
a world-class entertainment facility, eleven food and beverage venues, high-tech meeting
spaces including a 1,800 person capacity Grand Ballroom, Putt-Putt miniature golf, 3D
cinema, game center, karaoke rooms and a variety of beach-front recreation activities.
Its second hotel - The Beach Club - is under construction at present and will add 559 more
rooms to the resort, bringing the total room count to 1,100, along with additional leisure
amenities including a waterpark, and 2,000-person amphitheater.
The Grand Ho Tram Strip is the most awarded resort in Vietnam. Its awards include Luxury
Hotel and Spa of the Year by Luxury Travel Guide Awards, UK; and Best Luxury Hotel
Vietnam by Business Destination UK; World Luxury Hotel Award; “Vietnam‟s Best Golf
Hotel” by World Golf Awards; Luxury Golf Hotel by Luxury Travel Guide Awards.
Its adjacent golf course – The Bluffs Ho Tram Strip - was designed by Greg Norman and
opened in 2014, and has gone on to win countless awards, including becoming the first
course in Vietnam to ever make Golf Digest‟s Top 100 list for courses around the world.
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